function [ Out1 ] = simpleExample( In1 )
    if In1 == true
        Out1 = true;
    else
        Out1 = false;
    end
end
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Abstract

As computer programs are getting more complex, traditional test-based verification techniques might not be enough to ensure correctness of safety critical systems. Formal verification is an alternative approach that can mathematically prove if specifications and requirements are fulfilled by the system. Formal verification is a quite well established tool in academia, but has yet to find its place in industry.

This thesis is a proof of concept where software for autonomous cars in the Volvo Car Corporation 'Drive Me'-project is logically modelled and formally verified. Parts of the module responsible for decision and control of the car behavior are, within the thesis work, modelled by Extended Finite State Machines and verified in Supremica, a tool developed at Chalmers University of Technology.

The result of the verification is that there exist situations where the system violates a desired behavior, and the presence of this could be shown in the actual software. Solutions to correct some of the undesired behaviors have been proposed and the new models have been verified again. Some of the solutions did indeed solve the problem, but some solutions gave rise to new issues, these have not been further investigated.

This thesis shows that formal verification indeed can contribute to the verification of software in real applications. Ways to automatically convert models to code or vice versa should be investigated more closely, but for safety critical parts, manual modeling of the system is still motivated.
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Introduction

1.1 Background

The size and price of transistors, and thereby computational power, have for several decades been falling according to Moore’s law. This has paved the way for more and more applications to not only use, but actually rely on computers for to be functioning. One good example of this can be found in the car industry, where computers are taking over functions that were either mechanical, or relied solely on the driver.

The computer hardware itself makes no use without software and, depending on the application, programs have different complexity. Some are very easy programs that are straight-forwardly coded. Others may be much more complex, i.e. where multiple subsystems are involved in pre-processing data that is used in decision making. Even a skilled programmer, well acquainted with the system, may introduce logical errors in the implementation of a highly complex software. Logical errors are of course always problematic, since they risk to ruin the intended function of the program, and it is extremely important to find and eliminate these errors, especially for systems that are safety critical for humans, machinery and environment. This calls for tools to support the programmers.

One way of trying to address the issue of eliminating logical errors is to use formal verification. This means to create a formal model of the system, and use mathematically proven methods to find logical errors. These types of formal methods [1] can show not only presence, but also absence of logical errors according to a given specification, assuming that the models capture the interesting behavior in enough detail.

1.1.1 Usage of formal verification

Formal verification has not yet found its place in industry, and it is still an active field of research. Two examples of the use of formal verification are presented here.

Gadara project

The Gadara project [2] presents a way to automatically analyze and correct source code from a C-program. The Gadara project has its focus in execution of multi-threaded programs, and to avoid blocking in these. The verification is done in the compiler step, and if issues are found the program is automatically corrected. The
output executable is then guaranteed to be blocking-free, this without affecting any of the functionality of the program [3].

**Verification of Caltech autonomous vehicle**

In 2007 Caltech had a vehicle competing in the DARPA Urban Challenge [4]. Some of the observations from this project are discussed in [5]. One interesting observation connected to the usage of formal verification concerns how the vehicle handled one of the tasks in the competition, to make a U-turn. The vehicle firmware had been tested both in simulations and in field tests, but at the time of the competition the vehicle had severe problems in making the U-turn. It was later shown with formal verification that the root of the problem was the collaboration of three different software modules that each worked as intended by itself, but when they where connected together the system exhibited unexpected behavior and the U-turn did not function correctly.

**1.1.2 The ’Drive Me’-project**

Volvo Car Corporation, VCC, have an ongoing project called ’Drive Me’. The intended outcome of the project is that 25 XC90’s with autonomous driving capability are launched to VCC-customers in 2017. By ”autonomous driving” is meant that the vehicle themselves, in real traffic on predefined roads in the Gothenburg area, make all maneuvers without a supervising driver.

To do this, the vehicles are equipped with a lot of sensors to receive data about its surroundings. This data is then processed on-board, and depending on the current situation the software takes different actions. Since the vehicles are in real traffic, software problems could potentially be disastrous, and great effort is therefore made to verify the correctness of the system.

**1.2 Purpose**

The purpose of this project is to use formal verification on parts of the existing software for the ’Drive Me’ project to show conceptually that formal verification has a role to play in making the software of the autonomous driving XC90’s logically correct.

**1.3 Objective**

The objective of the project is to show proof of concept. What is to be proved is that the use of formal verifications tools on existing code, in the Volvo Car Corporation ’Drive Me’ project, could be used to find logical errors. This means that the existing code has to be translated to a language that can be handled by formal verification tools, and thereafter known verification techniques are to be used to find potential logical problems. The tool that is used in this thesis project is the software Supremica [6, 7, 8].
1.4 Scope and boundaries

The complexity of the whole autonomous driving system is high and every detail can therefore not be considered. One of the key elements in the project is to abstract parts of the code where logical errors have the possibility to occur, and to model this in a correct manner. The intention is not to model the whole system, but rather to find a methodology of how to do the translation from MATLAB to a model accurately and to formally verify correctness. It is beyond the scope of the project to do corrections of the verified software, but possible solutions might be discussed.
This chapter aims to explain and describe the most important basic theory that is used in this thesis project. The reader well acquainted with discrete event systems theory might find some parts of it too elementary, but the purpose is to give a short summary of what is needed to follow the reasoning in coming chapters. First, sections 2.1 and 2.2 give a short introduction of Discrete Event Systems and Supervisory Control Theory. The final section, 2.3, introduces Formal Verification, why it is motivated and what it can be used for.

2.1 Discrete Event Systems

The term Discrete Event Systems, DES, refers to systems which can naturally be described with states and events. A DES is a discrete-state and event-driven system, meaning that its state evolution depends entirely on the occurrence of asynchronous discrete events [9].

An example of a system that could be viewed as event-driven would be a switch changing from being off to on, which is referred to as an event, and this makes the system do a transition from the state 'Idle' to 'Working'. This example is shown in Figure 2.1. An important property of DES is that the event is assumed to happen instantaneously, it is not a continuous change.

2.1.1 Finite state machine

There are different modeling formalism to model DES, for example formal languages and Petri nets [9]. However, in this thesis Finite State Machine, (FSMs), are used, as they are intuitive to work with. Moreover, the software used for verification, Supremica, works well with FSMs. Characteristics of FSMs are given here.

Figure 2.1: An example of a simple discrete event system.
States

As the example with the switch tried to describe, states are used to describe the system status, and they may represent both physical or abstract properties. It is sufficient to have states which only define where the system is, these can be called non-marked states, but to give the whole system description more meaning some additional properties are defined for the system: the initial state, marked state(s) and forbidden state(s). The initial state is the state where the system starts. Marked states are states that are for some reason desired to be reached. They may for example represent a place where the program is finished. It is possible for a state to be both initial and marked. This would then represent that it is desired for the system to come back to where it started. Lastly, a forbidden state is a state that is for some reason not desired to be reached. It could for example be a state where something has gone wrong.

Transitions and Events

A transition is used to describe the move from one state to another, and is said to fire when the transition from the source state to the target state takes place. There can be multiple transitions in and out from a state, and which one that is fired depends on the event and the guard that is associated with it. An event labels a transition, i.e. the event makes it observable that the transition has been fired. To continue with the example in Figure 2.1, this would be that the event puts a name (on) on what happens when the switch goes from open to closed.

2.1.2 Extended finite state machine

A more compact state machine representation than the FSM would be to use Extended Finite State Machine, EFSMs. The EFSM introduces the use of discrete, bounded variables and these can be used in guards and actions, see description of these below. The use of variables gives as well the possibility to represent states in a slightly different way than in a FSM. In an EFSM is a state represented with a location together with variable values, i.e. defining more variables does implicitly define more states no matter how many locations there are. Consequently, in an EFSM there are as many states as there are combinations of locations and variable values. The mapping from EFSM to FSM is therefore simple, for each location is all combinations of variables taken to make states, the variables is only a convenient way of packing that information. A benefit of introducing variables is that this makes the model closer to how computer code with statements and assignments work. Furthermore, this more compact graphical representation is sometimes preferred since it is easier to overview.

 Guards

Guards are used to determine which transitions that can be fired at a given state. A guard must be true in order for the transition to be allowed to be fired. Guard expressions are logical expressions such as AND, OR, <, > etc, and typically correspond to what would be used in if-statements in most coding languages.
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Actions

An action is triggered when its transition is fired. An action writes a value to a variable, and this corresponds well to what an assignment would be in most coding languages.

2.2 Supervisory control theory

Independent of if FSM or EFSM are used as the modelling language, DES models are usually regarded as either plants or specifications. Plants describe the possible behaviour of the system, and can be seen as the event generator, and specifications describe the desired behaviour of the system. Supervisory control theory, SCT, is a framework that is used when supervisors, which are a type of control function, are synthesized from plants and specifications. These supervisors are such that the specifications are always fulfilled [10]. Since formal verification is one important part of the SCT, a brief review of the whole framework is given here.

2.2.1 Plants and specifications

Plants are models of the system of interest and should describe the entire possible uncontrolled behavior. The plant can have controllable and uncontrollable events. This naming is descriptive; controllable events represent system occurrences that can be controlled, such as when a switch is put from off to on. An uncontrollable event would be if for example the power gets cut off when the switch is on, i.e. an event that is not possible to control within the system.

Specifications are models of the desired behaviour of the system, and could be considered to be the algorithms that the system should follow in order to work in a safe manner. The idea of marking and forbidding states introduced in section 2.1.1 becomes more meaningful here: the marked states in plants and specifications are the states that it is for some reason desired to reach, and the forbidden states are desired not to be reached.

2.2.2 Synchronisation

When two, or more, models are available it is possible to combine them into what is commonly referred to as the synchronous composition or simply synchronisation. The synchronous composition combines the models into one monolithic model.

Events that only appear in one of the state machines is considered to be a local event. This means that transitions with this event label can happen whenever the state machine it belongs to is in a state where this transition is possible. If events appear in more than one state machine, they are considered to be shared. That means that all state machines have to be in a state where this event could be taken, otherwise the event is disabled. The benefit of this will be more obvious when the supervisor synthesis is introduced.

If all events are local, the state space will grow exponentially with the number of states in each of the models that take part in the synchronous composition, which
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will rather quick lead to what is commonly referred to as the *state space explosion*, more about this in Section 2.3.2.

### 2.2.3 Blocking and non-blocking

When the synchronisation has been performed, the new component might be more restricted in its behaviour than what was possible for each of the systems themselves. This is because of the fact that to fire a transition labelled with a shared event all components that are part of the synchronisation have to be able to do this event. And, since the whole purpose of this framework is to come up with supervisors that make sure that the system is only doing what we want it to, this makes sense, i.e. the supervisors can prohibit the system from doing unwanted behaviour.

If the result of the synchronisation is a model that has a state from where no marked state can be reached, this is referred to as a blocking system, and this is in general not desired. All models that are part of the synchronisation have to be in a marked state to make the synchronised state marked, so if a system is blocking it is not possible to fulfill the specification.

The desired outcome is naturally the opposite of blocking, non-blocking. That means that the synchronous composition can always reach some state that is marked in both the specification(s) and the plant(s).

### 2.2.4 Controllability

Transitions that are labelled by uncontrollable events cannot be influenced by the supervisor. The SCT framework aims for making a supervisor that can make sure the system does what is desired from it. Hence, a supervisor may not depend on influencing any uncontrollable event when controlling the system, the supervisor must be *controllable*. This means that whatever the supervisor allows the controlled system to do, it must always allow the possible uncontrollable events to occur. This needs to be guaranteed when *synthesising* the supervisor.

### 2.2.5 Synthesis

The purpose of using the SCT framework is now reaching its final step, to synthesise a supervisor that makes sure that the plant fulfills the desired behaviour. To do that, it is first to be proved whether the plant models satisfy the specifications using formal verification. To be more clear: the verification checks that the system cannot, by following the specifications, be blocking or uncontrollable. Formal verification is more elaborately discussed in Section 2.3.

If the specifications are fulfilled, the synthesis is finished and the achieved supervisor is the same as the synchronous composition of the models.

If specifications are violated by the system, the supervisor is found by iteratively pruning the synchronous composition until the specifications are fulfilled. This iterative way is important, because the SCT is based on the assumption that one want to maintain as much functionality as possible, i.e. make the supervisor *least restrictive*. 


2.2.6 Summary: Supervisory control theory

In this section have an overview of what the SCT is based on, and how the synthesis of the supervisor is performed. As already stated, the SCT is more extensive than what is needed in this thesis project. In this thesis project only the use of formal verification is needed, this to do non-blocking verification. Still, since plants and specifications are constructed in the same manner as described by the SCT, and the verification is actually part of the SCT algorithms, it is motivated to present the whole framework, even though it is not done profoundly.

2.3 Formal verification

Many times one can claim that the goal when making a system is to make it such that it will do what it is supposed to do, and nothing more than this. Whether these properties are fulfilled or not can be checked in several ways, and the most obvious alternative is to test it. Since testing is the most well known procedure this has by far the greatest usage, and in some applications testing might be enough to ensure that the outcome is as intended. However, in many cases testing can never ensure the correctness of the system. This section introduces formal verification that mathematically proves the correctness of the system. The term 'system' often refers to computer programs, and even though the tool itself might be applied to check logical correctness of any system, it will further on be assumed that computer programs constitute the system of interest to verify.

2.3.1 State of the art

Formal verification is a relatively new area closely connected to software development. Just a couple of decades ago computers were several magnitudes less powerful than what is common today, and this restricted the size and complexity of computer programs. Understanding and testing code could then be enough to verify correctness. Increased computing power have cleared the way for bigger and more complex programs, and this has meant that it is often not possible to fully understand where the program might go wrong, and what consequences that might have for the further execution. Furthermore, the increased size and complexity leads to the case that it is not possible to make exhaustive testing due to the high, or even extreme, workload this way of verification would lead to. To test all different combinations that a program can execute, 100% test coverage, using automated testing is impossible already for rather small programs due to computational power limitations, it would simply take too long time [11].

With this in mind, what testing commonly offers is therefore to expose the real system to a limited number of situations and evaluate if the behaviour is correct or not. That means that there is some sort of specification of what the desired system behavior is. Depending on the application this might be enough, but especially for safety critical systems this might not be the case.

This is where formal verification comes in. With the help of a model of the system, formal verification can guarantee that a specification is either fulfilled or
not, under the assumption that the model is correct. To be more precise: in contrary to testing, formal verification can show absence of errors. Depending on the la till approach, specifications can either try to address wanted or unwanted behaviour, this makes no difference for the method itself. As mentioned already, some sort of specification of the system behaviour is needed in testing as well, so the use of formal verification does not really require anything extra, one still have to know what the system is intended to do, and in many cases the exact same type of specifications are needed.

The difference between testing and formal verification are illustrated in Figure 2.2. As can be seen in (a), testing gives the possibility to have individual test samples from the whole state-space. Each sample gives information about that specific situation, and therefore the question of when to stop testing is of great importance, i.e. when is the coverage sufficient?

The ideal case would of course be to make sure that all logic is tested for all possible scenarios of the program, which theoretically is possible to do with ideal formal verification as illustrated in (b). Because of the need for specifications to check the logical consistency this is often hard to reach, as illustrated in (c). Even if the model cannot reflect all aspects of the program, formal verification can still verify large parts of the programs state-space.

2.3.2 State-space

As said in Section 2.3.1, one of the big problems when working with testing is that in many cases the time to test the program behaviour with all combinations of input signal values could be several years or more, even for not very complex programs [11].

The purpose of using formal verification rather than testing is that it makes it possible to guarantee that the whole domain is covered in an efficient way. To be able to do this, formal verification requires that each and every possible state of the program is represented and checked for consistency. The main underlying problem, that all combinations of input signal values could be enormous, will though still remain, but will show up in another shape, commonly referred to as state-space explosion.

This might need a little explanation to be fully understood. Let us say that a program, for some reason, reads the values of three sensors measuring the tem-
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The temperature of liquid water. For the sake of simplicity we assume that the sensors will only have integer resolution, and since it is predefined that the water will be liquid we only care about values between $0 - 100^\circ C$. If the program for some reason has to be tested for its output depending on the input values, this will lead to $100 \cdot 100 \cdot 100 = 1,000,000$ possibilities. Add one decimal to the resolution for all the sensors, and this has to be multiplied by another 1000 possibilities, making one billion combinations in total, i.e. the state-space have in some meaning exploded. In addition it should be noted that this is for a combinatorial system, where the input combinations directly correspond to the internal states. In sequential systems, where the internal states hold more information than simply the combinations of inputs, this problem is significantly magnified. Assume for instance that the program was to keep track of the trends of the sensors, and behave differently depending on the current trend. Then extra information about the trends will be needed, which would require even more states.

To handle this, smart algorithms has been developed with the purpose to defeat the state-space explosion. Since this project uses Supremica as its tool for making the formal verification, some of the algorithms used are described in Section 2.3.6.

2.3.3 Modelling and abstraction

In order to do formal verification, a model of the system to be verified is needed. The mathematical model can then be analysed and verified with a tool that uses formal methods. Supremica can handle both FSM and EFSM models, and therefore the program or system has to be modelled as one of these types.

Behaviours

In general terms modelling is the same thing as making an abstraction of the real system, and that the purpose of doing the model is to keep, and analyze, the behaviours of interest. This applies here as well as in physics. Now, for logical modelling the ideal case is when a system $A$ can be translated to a state machine model $A'$ without losing or adding any behaviours. This model can then be used to verify the true system. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3 (a). If $A'$ satisfies a specification then also $A$ satisfy it.

Another approach would be to as in Figure 2.3 (b), where $A'$ is modelled as an over-abstraction, which means that $A'$ cover not only all behaviours of $A$, but even more behaviours. This type of models can be obtained when applying abstraction methods such as generalization [12] or state merging [13]. This will give the model strictly more behaviours than the original system has, but still keep all the behaviours of the original system. This model can also be used to verify the true system, and if $A'$ satisfies a specification then also $A$ satisfies the specification. However, if $A'$ violates the specification one can say nothing about $A$. This since it cannot be distinguished if the behaviour which violates the specification only is in $A'$ or in both $A$ and $A'$.

Yet another alternative is found in Figure 2.3 (c) where an under-abstraction of $A$ is shown. That means that $A'$ is obtained from $A$ by restriction. This will give the model strictly less behaviours than the original system has. If $A'$ violates
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Figure 2.3: Relation between the true system A (grey) and the model abstraction A’ (red). (a) Modelled without loosing or adding any behaviours. (b) Modelled as an over-abstraction. (c) Modelled as an under-abstraction

a specification then A will violate it as well. But if A’ satisfies a specification one can say nothing about A; thus, in this case the model cannot be used to verify the correctness of the true system.

2.3.4 Possible logical errors

In this thesis project, there are three types of logical errors that will be looked for. The first two are deadlocks and livelocks, which are similar in the way that once they occur the program is in a state from where a marked state cannot be reached. These types of errors are in the literature commonly referred to as blocking properties [9]. These errors can be found in the model by just verifying the model without any need of specifications. The third type of logical error that will be looked for is illegal behaviors [9]. This is done by describing the intended behaviours or properties of the system as specifications. These specifications are then synchronised with the model into a new synchronised model. If a specification is violated by the model this will result in a deadlock or livelock in the synchronised model. So the third type of error will be included by looking for the first two types.

Deadlock

Deadlocks are probably one of the most well known logical errors. When a deadlock occurs, execution cannot continue. This happens when there are no outgoing transitions from a state. However, reaching a deadlock is not necessarily a bad thing, and most often the termination of a program is modelled as reaching a deadlock [14, p.143]. In Figure 2.4 (a) two deadlock states are shown. Since the left state is marked, the deadlock here is allowed behaviour, while the right state is undesired behaviour since no marked state can be reached from here.

One possible situation where a deadlock can occur is if two users try to use the same resources at the same time, when multiple use of this resource is not permitted, and each user has to ask for access before use of the resource, as in the following example: resource A is used by user 1 and resource B is used by user 2 and both users wait for the other to finish the use of its taken resource to be able to continue. Since the other resource is already used by the other user, a deadlock has occurred and no further continuation is possible. This would be an unwanted logical error.
Figure 2.4: Two examples showing the difference between deadlock and livelock. (a) Shows a deadlock state from where a marked state (gray) cannot be reached. The marked state is also a deadlock state but is wanted behaviour. (b) Shows a livelock.

Livelock

Livelock is also a program behaviour where the program will not be able to finish, but works in a quite different way from deadlock. If a program contains a possible livelock, this means that once it has reached this it will never be able to reach a marked state. In contrast to deadlock, execution is possible in a livelock situation. However, the execution will eventually lead back to a state it has already visited, and thereby go on in a never ending series of execution [13]. The difference between a deadlock and a livelock is illustrated in Figure 2.4.

2.3.5 Synchronisation results

The term synchronization refers to combining two, or more, components of the system into a single component. Synchronisation makes no difference in what the model is representing; it may be both plant models or specifications, it makes no difference for how the synchronisation is done or the result.

When synchronisation has been performed, it is possible to examine the result and what properties the single component has, for example if there are deadlock states. For multi-threaded and concurrent systems it could be of great interest to synchronise the plant models only, since there is an increased risk of having deadlock states in these systems, especially if priorities for the different tasks are implemented. It may be hard to find these types of errors without some sort of verification tool, because the logic could be perfectly fine in each part of the program and the problems arise when the parts interact with each other. Compare to the case with the Caltech autonomous car in the DARPA challenge, described in Section 1.1.1

Another way of entering deadlock states is to make specifications that define that if a certain sequence of events occurs, this will lead the specification state machine to end up in a deadlock. If the plant model allows this specification to be fulfilled, the synchronised component will as well possess this deadlock state.
Figure 2.5: An example of a Supremica representation of a FSM with an initial state, a marked state and a forbidden state.

2.3.6 Supremica

Supremica [8] is a software developed at Chalmers University of Technology, that can be used for formal verification. In Supremica, models are built in a graphical editor as FSMs or as EFSMs. These models can be simulated and visualised in the simulator environment and by using the analyser feature the models can be verified using a wide range of verification algorithms [7]. When the verification tool is used, Supremica gives either a message that the specification is fulfilled, or a counterexample when the specification is violated. Supremica uses efficient algorithms to limit the state-space of the analyzed model, while still making sure that the behaviours are caught, and this allows large and complex systems to be verified. Supremica implements FSM and EFSM in the way these are described in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. A description of how this is implemented can be found in this section.

States and state names

In Supremica, the symbol for a state is a circle. A marked state is grey-coloured and a forbidden state is over-crossed by a red cross. The initial state has a small arrow pointing to it. How these properties are shown in Supremica is shown Figure 2.5. All states must be uniquely named, but the names themselves are only a help for the user to keep track of what each state represents in the modelled system. It might as well be beneficial to use different state names when synchronisation is performed to make the interpretation of, for example, a counterexample more straightforward.

Transitions and events

Transitions between states are represented by arcs in Supremica. The arcs are directed, so to be able to go freely between two states two transition arcs are needed. As said, events label transitions, i.e. the event makes a transition observable. The event-labels are used by Supremica to determine if events are shared between different state machines. The event-label also holds information that is valuable for the user since it eases the navigation through the model. In the case of a blocking system, a counterexample of which chain of events that led up to the blocking is given, and it is therefore beneficial to have well chosen event-labels.
Variables

Supremica implements variables of the types integers and enumerations. A variable has to be given a range of its possible values, and initial value(s). Variables are used in guards and actions of EFSMs.

Guards and actions

Guards and actions are implemented in Supremica as described in Section 2.1.2, and are thus connected with the transitions. Guards are marked in blue and actions are marked in red in Supremica.

Mathematical expressions can be used in guards and actions when using integer variables. Addition, subtraction, multiplication and comparison operators are examples of the expressions allowed.

2.3.7 Supremica Algorithms

In this section, some of Supremica’s algorithms for synthesis and verification are described. As mentioned before, the state-space explosion problem is the main limitation of how big systems that can be verified using formal verification. When using an explicit representation of all states, as in the monolithic approach, the state-space grows exponentially and thus it quickly grows too big to handle in terms of time and memory, already for rather small systems [15]. Still, for small systems it is possible use a monolithic approach and Supremica has support for this. But in order to verify and synthesize larger systems, Supremica has other algorithms to represent the system in more efficient ways, while the result of the verification still can be maintained. Some of the implemented and used approaches to represent the system in a compact way are described here.

Compositional

One approach is to make use of the compositional algorithms. This approach is proper to use if the system is modelled in a modular way, meaning that the system consists of several plants and supervisors [6]. The compositional method simplifies and abstracts each module before synchronisation in a way such that only the shared events and the ones needed for verification are represented, and the local parts are abstracted away. By doing this for each module the state-space and number of transitions can be kept low in the synchronised model. The final verification result will still be the same as it would be with a monolithic approach, but the system is now represented in a much more compact form. How the compositional algorithms works are described in detail in [16].

BDD

The BDD algorithm make use of binary decision diagrams, BDDs, which is a way to symbolically represent digital functions as tree structures. BDDs were first introduced by [17] and was also found suitable to be processed by a computer by the same. The power of the BDD representation lies in the fact that it can be
reduced according to certain rules often yielding a very efficient data representation [15]. Under the right conditions, BDDs can reach an exponential compression of the state-space [18]. An example of such a compression could be if a result of a branch always ends up with the same result, this branch can then be replaced with just this single result.

An FSM is represented and defined by its transitions, with the necessary information about between which states and what event. This set of transitions are then reformulated and binary-encoded, and by this the whole system can be represented as a BDD, with all its features. Then, in this BDD-domain, the SCT framework can be applied and be used to do formal verification. By using this algorithm, the limitations in terms of system size due to the state-space problem can be pushed and by this be able to verify larger systems than would have been possible with a monolithic approach.
In this thesis, parts of the lane change algorithm for the Volvo Car Corporation 'Drive Me' project has been verified with the use of formal verification. To be more specific, a part of the lane change algorithm called Lateral State Manager is verified, this since it fits well into modelling as a Discrete Event System. The Lateral State Manager is part of the class Planner, which will be described in some detail in this section. The implementation of the lane change algorithm is written in object oriented MATLAB-code and simulations are made in the MATLAB/Simulink environment.

The main reason that the choice fell on verifying the lane change algorithm was that it was the most developed function at the start of this project. However, it is important to keep in mind that the project is to do proof of concept, and that any function with logic could have been chosen.

Figure 3.1: A simple illustration of the inputs and outputs of the class Planner, which is a part of the lane change algorithm.
3. System Description

3.1 Planner

The lane change algorithm is implemented with the use of several classes, all with different responsibilities. In this project, the class Planner is considered. Planner has the responsibility to decide and control how the lane change should be done. The Planner is updated with the current status of the vehicle, surrounding traffic situation and current reference signals at a high frequency. The reference signals hold for example the current lane change request. With this information, the Planner should return a path and required control signals to make a lane change in a safe and efficient way. A simple illustration of the inputs and outputs to the Planner is shown in Figure 3.1. Since the task of this class is to calculate a path for the current inputs there is, with some exceptions, no need to use data from the last update iteration.

3.2 Lateral state manager

Most of the execution in the Planner only relies on current input data, and does not use preprocessed data from memory. This so, since the Planner should always take the decisions of what to do for the current situation. But, there are parts that have memory and one such part is the Lateral State Manager, which is a state machine. This state machine keeps track of where in the process of the lane change the car is, remembered from the last update iteration. The state machine is illustrated Figure 3.2.

![Figure 3.2: A simple illustration of the Lateral State Manager and its seven states. This state machine keeps track of where in the process of the lane change the car is.](image)

The state machine consists of seven states, where two of them are 'NoRequest' and 'Finished'. The other five states will be called 'IntermediateState' due to anonymization. Each time the Planner is updated the resulting outputs depend on what state the state machine is in. Depending on the inputs, the state will remain the same or be changed to another according to Figure 3.2. Note that at most one transition can be fired each time the Planner is updated.

When no lane change is requested the state should be 'NoRequest', this is also the initial state when the Planner is instantiated. Once a request comes, the state is changed to 'IntermediateState1', and from there to either 'IntermediateState2',
'IntermediateState3' or back to 'NoRequest' depending on the situation. Finally, when the lane change is done the state will be 'Finished' and then, in next iteration, make a transition to 'NoRequest'.

3.2.1 Code implementation

The implementation of the state machine is done with a set of methods and variables in the Planner, where the current state is one of the variables.

The Lateral State Manager consists of three different types of methods. The first type has only one method, which is called 'updateState'. It is called from the Planner every time the Planner is updated. The purpose of the 'updateState' method is to call the current state's 'during'-method, which is the second type of method. The 'during' methods, which are tailored for each state, are where the decisions are taken and different parts of the code are executed depending on the inputs. Before the 'during' method terminates, it will either change the state to another or keep the current state. The latter alternative means that the same 'during' method will be called in the next update. If the state is changed by the 'during' method, this will also call the new state’s 'enter' method, which is the third type of method, before 'updateState' is finished. In contrast to the 'during' methods which are executed repeatedly while the state stays the same, the 'enter' methods are executed only once when the transition into the state occurs. This is illustrated as a flow chart in Figure 3.3.

![Flow chart showing the execution sequence of methods used in Lateral State Manager.](image)

**Figure 3.3:** Flow chart showing the execution sequence of methods used in Lateral State Manager.
3. System Description
To do formal verification it is fundamental to have a model of the system to be verified, and specifications of what the verification should check for. Since the modelling and the verification in this thesis are made with the software tool Supremica, this is reflected in the working approach, but many of the methodologies will work with other software and software tools as well.

When it comes to the verification, this is done easily in Supremica, and examples of how are shown in this chapter. If the system is proven correct then the verification is completed. But, if the system is blocking, Supremica gives a counterexample that shows what sequence of events that violates the specification. The model can then be corrected, and a new attempt to verify the model can be done; this process is then iterated until all issues have been found.

4.1 Modelling

As described in Chapter 3, a state machine implemented in MATLAB-code is to be verified. As mentioned before, the used approach is to make the model as simple as possible, while still capturing the behaviour. Since the system of interest is already a state machine it is well suited to be modelled in Supremica. Nevertheless, the steps to make a useful model from the code are described in this section. As an introduction an example of how MATLAB-code can be converted to a Supremica state machine is shown.

4.1.1 Modelling MATLAB code in Supremica

Let us consider the MATLAB function simpleExample in Figure 4.1 and the Supremica model this is translated to in Figure 4.2. The MATLAB-code takes the input parameter In1 and depending on the value of In1 it will return either true or false. A quick look at the Supremica state machine shows that the state machine consists of three states and five transitions, with guards and actions.

The initial state is 'S0', which relates to the MATLAB-code in the sense that the function has not been called yet. First when the function simpleExample is called, represented by the event simpleExample, a transition to state 'S1' is taken. The first statement in the MATLAB-function is an if-statement that checks the value of the input parameter In1. It is here important to note that this implies that In1 is a Boolean, that can be either true or false, since the type affects the modelling. Since it is a Boolean, the variable In1 can be assigned one of its possible values value using
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**Figure 4.1:** MATLAB-code for a function named simpleExample

```matlab
function [ Out1 ] = simpleExample( In1 )
    if In1 == true
        Out1 = true;
    else
        Out1 = false;
    end
end
```

**Figure 4.2:** Supremica model of the MATLAB-code for simpleExample

only two transitions, $e_1$ and $e_2$. These two transitions do not have guards, because from the function perspective both of these values are as likely to appear. Now, in 'S2' $In1$ does have a value, and now the if-statement and else-statement can be implemented with just two transitions back to 'S0'. The guards on the transitions match the statements exactly, and depending on the value of $In1$, $Out1$ will either be true or false when the state machine is back in its initial 'S0' state.

The work with making the model will be further discussed in the coming sections, what this example shows is just how the logical behaviour of the code can be represented as an extended finite state machine in Supremica.

### 4.1.2 System definition

To be able to make a model it is necessary to define what should be part of the model, and what should not. This thesis considers only the Lateral State Manager, as it is implemented in MATLAB. This means that input parameters are considered to be able to take all possible values allowed by its type. More precisely, if there is logic in other parts of the Planner that somehow makes the input signals to the Lateral State Manager take specific values, in such a way that two or more variables are coupled, this is not represented in the model.

However, the initial values of the variables in the Lateral State Manager are considered to be known. This, since those values are well defined in the constructor. When the Lateral State Manager is initialised, its variables are assigned values, among them, the variable $State$ is given the value $NoRequest$. This value is used to
define the initial state of the EFSM, since Supremica requires a well defined initial state.

This defined system will from here on be called \( S \) and is illustrated in Figure 4.3.

![Figure 4.3: Illustration of the defined System.](image)

### 4.1.3 System to State machine

It is now clear what the system of interest to model is, and the next step is to start the work of representing it as an EFSM in Supremica. As shown in the introductory example, logical tests using Booleans are easily implemented in Supremica. But code can consist of other, more complex, parts that cannot directly be translated into EFSM. In this section, some techniques of how to abstract such code will be discussed.

The parts that do not fit into the DES-modelling, but still interacts with the model must of course be represented in some way to catch the system behaviour. One such example would be mathematical expressions leading to, possibly, continuous results. But, if the value from the operation is used to make comparisons, a variable could be introduced in the EFSM to represent the result of the comparison, true or false. Thereby, the logic can still be verified. An example of this is the function `abstractionExample` in Figure 4.4, where a division of two variables, \( X \) and \( Y \) is compared with the value of a third variable, \( Z \), and the comparison determines the further execution. The same logical behaviour can be represented with a variable \( XYlessZ \), that can be either true or false. In Figure 4.5 is shown example of how this can modelled in Supremica. This abstraction of the mathematical expression gives the same models for `abstractionExample` and the `simpleExample`, discussed in Section 4.1.1.

![Figure 4.4: MATLAB-code for a function named abstractionExample](image)

```matlab
function [ Out1 ] = abstractionExample(X, Y, Z)
    if X/Y < Z
        Out1 = true;
    else
        Out1 = false;
    end
end
```

**Figure 4.4**: MATLAB-code for a function named abstractionExample
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Figure 4.5: Supremica model of the MATLAB-code for abstractionExample

Figure 4.6: (a) The defined system $S$, is translated into $A$, a EFSM Model. (b) All the behaviours of $S$ are also in $A$, no less, no more. The defined system’s domain of behaviours are here illustrated with a gray ellipse. The model’s behaviours are illustrated with a ellipse but with a red outline.

4.1.4 A becomes A’

In Section 4.1.3, the process of how the original system was abstracted to EFSM without altering the behaviour of the system was described. In this section, over-abstraction that enlarges the domain of the system to be verified is discussed. This is done in order to check whether the system is robust against usage not expected when the system was designed. The used technique to do this over-abstraction is generalization. This means that instead of modelling $A$, a less restricted version $A'$ is modelled. The generalized model can still be used to verify the system, since it contains all behaviours from $A$, as was explained in Section 2.3.3. The behaviours of $A$ and $A'$ will relate to each other as illustrated in Figure 4.7. One of the obvious backsides of doing this generalization is that it might lead to false positives, that will be discussed in Section 4.3.1.

The generalization technique used on Lateral State Manager was to allow more initial states than the constructor actually implemented. The initial values of the variables were allowed to take all possible combinations of values. How the model $A'$ differs from $A$ is illustrated in Figure 4.8.
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**Figure 4.7:** Generalization. In order to check if the system is robust, a generalization of the system was done.

**Figure 4.8:** Generalization by allowing all combinations of initial values. (a) Model $A$ exactly describe the behaviours of the system, without losing or adding any. (b) The generalized model $A'$ has all behaviours from $A$, but also additional behaviours due to generalization and over-abstraction.

**Generalization using all combinations of inputs**

As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, the modelling of the Lateral State Manager was delimited in such a way that no coupled input signals are considered. What this means is discussed more closely here.

In many cases a system handles inputs and, depending on the inputs and the systems current state, the system shall give a result as output. If the system has multiple inputs there might be some combinations of these variables that are not possible in reality. One could argue that in order to test the system properly it should only be tested with only the possible combinations of inputs. But in order to have correct inputs, one would need a perfect model of the surrounding systems' behaviours. Somewhere there has to be a delimitation of what to be included in the model, and a solution to this is to allow all combinations of inputs to the model. The price paid is that the verification might find false positives.
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4.1.5 Modelling Techniques

To make the model intuitive to understand for someone that has access to the underlying MATLAB-code, the focus is in this thesis put on to get a model as close as possible to the MATLAB-code. The example in the introduction of this chapter gave a taste of how the mapping between the MATLAB-code and the Supremica model is done. In this section, some embroidery of these hands-on methods to translate and MATLAB code into state machines is described.

Implementation of MATLAB-functions in Supremica

In the example in figures 4.1 and 4.2 it can be seen that one way to keep track of if a function has started executing is to have one transition, without guards or actions, that has the same event label as the function name. This implementation makes it clear that a function has started its execution, and also that a new function call can be done first when the state machine is in its initial state.

This way of modelling requires that great care is taken so that all code can be uniquely connected to transitions in the model, i.e. that there is no possibility to traverse the model without passing the transitions labelled with function names in the same order as the real program invokes the respective functions.

Elapsed time

Since the Lateral State Machine in MATLAB is updated with a fixed frequency, and the function updateState is called each and every time, this event could be used to keep track of how many time steps that has been taken. The elapsed time is simply the number of times updateState has occurred multiplied by the time period.

Variable values and update of input parameters

In a Supremica EFSM, the variables can get their values in two ways; either the value is initialised, and as said Supremica actually allows multiple initial values, but at least one is needed, or the value is updated by actions on transitions. The example in figures 4.1 and 4.2 is therefore revisited to emphasize that a system that uses the value of an unknown input signal in its execution requires the use of variable assignments on actions to make the model accurate.

To be able to mimic the behaviour of variables getting assigned values that cannot be known, the first thing to do is to introduce a Supremica variable to represent the values that the input signal can take. The next step is to make sure that when the variable is read, it does have the possibility to have any of its possible values. This is done via actions on the transitions named $e_1$ and $e_2$ in Figure 4.2. This is needed since the variable is used to represent an input signal, and this value cannot be calculated from the function itself. The value will just be read when the function is called, and it could in theory have any of its possible values at the time of the function call. Since the transitions have no guards, the model can assign any of the possible values by taking one of the transitions, which makes the model accurate.

This reasoning could be generalized to all types of input data that are unknown for the function. One thing to keep in mind is that the shown way of assigning a
value to $In1$, by using transitions, is of limited use if the number of possible input values of $In1$ is high, but is useful for Booleans.

4.2 Specifications

When the model has been constructed, the next step is to look for specifications that describe the intended behaviour of the system. These specifications can be made from the requirements of the system, or from someone who has designed the system and know what the intended behaviour is. How the requirement is translated to a specification, which is also a state machine, is described in this section.

4.2.1 Requirements for software

The Lateral State Manager was, at the time of this thesis, implemented as MATLAB-code with a few comments and sparse other documentation of the intended behaviour. Therefore, a lot of effort was put into finding out the intended behaviour of the Lateral State Manager module and the Planner subsystem. This was done by studying unit-tests, running simulations and by talking to the developers.

There are two different kinds of requirements that have been translated into specifications, Module requirements and Implementation correctness, these will be described here in some detail.

Module requirements

Module requirements are the requirements that would be hard to understand for someone who does not have any insight of the whole system; these try to answer questions like: what outputs are correct given some input? In order to find answers to questions like that, it is important to have a good system understanding, or that someone who has a good understanding has written requirements.

In this thesis, requirements regarding traffic safety, traffic laws and commonsense in traffic were looked into, and some examples follow. One example is that the lane change should be done to same lane as the one requested. Another example is that if no lane change is requested, then no lane change should be done. A third example is that if no lane change is requested the turning indicators should be turned off. These kind of intuitive requirements were translated into specifications that connected to the corresponding variables.

Implementation correctness

Another approach is to look at the implementation of code, since there are implementation issues that may result in logical errors. In contrast to the Module Requirements, these kind of issues do not depend on any detailed system understanding. For example, if a timer that keeps track of elapsed time is used, this timer should be incremented exactly once every time the updateState function is executed. This is something that cannot be found by any compiler or static syntactical analyser, since that kind of software tools do not know what the intended behaviour is.
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But on the other hand, there is no need of knowing anything about the code outside of the module.

Neither syntactic nor static verification, where the latter in short looks for division by zero, overflows, data conversion, are done in this thesis. This so, since syntactic problems are assumed to be found in the MATLAB compilation, and since Supremica is not made for static verification.

4.2.2 Specification examples

Examples of how specifications are used in Supremica are given in this section.

A first example is to verify that variables that should have the same value after a time step actually have that. A specification for this can be seen in Figure 4.9. If the event label newIteration is assumed to show that a function is called repeatedly, as described in Section 4.1.5, the transition between ’S0’ and ’S1’ can be used as a handle to see that the assignment of values to variables works as intended. If the assignment does not work, and the variables could take a time step without having the same value, this will mean that the specification deadlocks. Thus, if the specification is synchronised with the model and the model allows \( \text{Var}_1 \neq \text{Var}_2 \), the resulting state machine will also deadlock, which the verification tool in Supremica will find. More about this in Section 4.3.

Figure 4.9: An example of a specification that makes sure that two variables always have the same value when a new iteration occurs.

Another example of a specification is to verify that timers are updated once per time step. A specification for this can be seen in Figure 4.10. It is once again assumed that newIteration is used to show that a function is repeatedly. If the timer is updated once and a time step is taken via newIteration, before next update, everything is fine. But, if two timer updates occur the specification deadlocks, which the verification tool will find.

4.3 Verification

As mentioned before, the purpose of making plant models and specifications is to be able to verify logical correctness. The verification itself is done with Supremica’s built in tool for verification. The model and the specification are synchronised together to a new state machine. If the specification is violated anywhere, this will give raise to a deadlock in the synchronised model, these deadlocks will then be found in the verification step.
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Figure 4.10: An example of a specification that makes sure that a timer update can happen only once each iteration.

One of the remaining obstacles to handle is to identify if an indicated error is present in the real system, or if it is introduced in the modelling. The latter is referred to as a false positive.

4.3.1 Positives and false positives

When using the verification tool Conflict Check in Supremica, the result is presented in a message box; either no blocking state was found which means that, as long as the modelling is correct, the system is correct or the system is blocking and a deadlock is found. Then Supremica will give a counterexample where the specification is violated, and give a trace that leads to the blocking state. Only the first found counterexample is given, so if there are multiple places where specifications are violated these will not be shown. This could partly be handled by only synchronising one specification at a time with the plant model. When the system has been verified, and possibly corrected, so that all specifications individually have been proven to be fulfilled, all specifications could be checked simultaneously with the plant model to check that all specifications are fulfilled at the same time.

False Positives

Receiving the message that the system is non-blocking ends the verification of that specification. But, a blocking situation might need a little extra examination to determine where it happens, and if this is an actual behaviour of the system or if it is a false positive. As described earlier it might be both more convenient, and of great interest, to make a model of the system which captures a greater domain, $A'$, than the real system, $A$, does. This means for example that all possible input signals are accepted, i.e. any coupled input is neglected. If this is the case, the verification is even more valuable, because if the absence of logical errors is shown with unexpected input the system is tolerant to faults. The backside of this way of modelling is that if a blocking state is found in $A'$ it cannot be guaranteed that this is in the real system, and if not it would be classified as a false positive. A false positive is illustrated in Figure 4.11 (a). Whether it is a false positive or not has to be determined, and there are strategies for this.
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Figure 4.11: If a generalized model $A'$ is used instead of the system model $A$, this might give raise to false positives. (a) False positives are issues that can not be found in $A$, but only in $A'$, a false positive is marked as an $x$. (b) In the case of a positive in verification of $A'$, the model has to be changed to a model closer to $A$.

What one probably first should try to do is to see if the blocking state is reached where it is obvious that it cannot be reached in the real system, i.e. the system is not robust in this sense but might be working under the correct initialisation. If this can be shown to be the case the model can be updated according to this and verified again. This is illustrated in Figure 4.11 (b).

If it is hard to determine whether the positive can occur, maybe because any possible covariance between variables are unknown, the next alternative is to try to show the behaviour in the real system, because then one has to assume that the positive really is there. If it can not be shown, then one has to check that the model is consistent with the system.

4.4 Summary: Methods

This chapter has described methods for modelling MATLAB-code in Supremica. Many of the ideas are generally useful and could be applied when modelling source code written in other languages than MATLAB.

It is well worth noting that even if the steps of modelling, making the specifications and verifying the system are three different tasks that depend on each other sequentially, it is not necessarily that the work is done in such sequence. It could be that the all three parts are developed continuously in the verification process.
Results

When the Lateral State Manager’s 223 lines of MATLAB-code are modelled in Supremica as an EFSM, as described in Chapter 4, it consists of 75 locations. If this would have been implemented as an FSM, it would have 601168 states. The difference comes from the fact that each combination of seventeen variables has to be represented as a state in the FSM.

However, the main subject of this chapter is to present the specifications that was used to verify the Lateral State Manager together with the results from the verification. In total, seven specifications are implemented, and four out of these turned out to be violated by the model. Three of the violated specifications was further analysed in Supremica.

5.1 Timers

In the Lateral State Manager there are three Boolean variables, lets call them ‘timer1’, ‘timer2’ and ‘timer3’. Each of these variables are holding timers (the variables are not of simple type, but instances of a class) that are incremented each time the Boolean value is updated with the same value that is already stored, i.e. a time step has been taken and the value is intact. The timers are reset when the value is changed.

To check that only one incrementation per time step is performed specifications for this was produced for each of the variables. The verification showed that two of the timers, timer1 and timer2, where updated exactly once each time step, but that timer3 could in certain situations be updated twice.

Since the violated specification is a timer, which it could be reasonable to assume should hold the correct value of the elapsed time, another specification was produced to check whether the double update of timer3 could happen multiple times. This verification showed that this was possible as well. This means that the most extreme case, that the timer is having a value that is double the elapsed time, is possible. What the consequence would be for the lane change algorithm is not further investigated.

With help of the counterexample in Supremica it could be shown that the root of the problem was that the variable was updated not only in its during method, but also in its enter method. Since the model was built to follow the source code as closely as possible it was a simple task to draw the conclusion that it would be sufficient to take away one line of code in the source code to solve the problem. This line was updating timer3 in the enter method, which turned out to be faulty.
in certain conditions. This was then corrected in the Supremica model, and the verification was performed once more. This showed that the problem was solved and the code can easily be corrected in the same way.

5.2 Lane Change Request

In MATLAB the Lateral State Manager receives a request from other parts of the program if the vehicle should stay in the current lane, or change to either left or right. From a system requirements point of view it does make sense to make sure that when a lane change is performed, it actually follows the current request. Therefore a specification to check this property was constructed.

In practice this means to check if the value of an internal variable, lets call it 'direction', and the incoming request could be different from each other for two time steps. Difference for one time step would probably be sufficient to check for this, but the specification was made like this to make sure that, if it was violated, it was not a false positive somehow originating from model abstractions. This extra margin originated from that a positive was received that had its root in that the initial values of the Supremica variables was more tolerant than the original system. Therefore the model was adjusted to come closer to the real system, but the specification was kept like this for additional reliability. The result of the verification showed that these values could be different for at least two consecutive time steps.

Since the Lateral State Manager is only a part of the lane change algorithm it was not obvious what this discrepancy between the variable values could possibly lead to. Therefore this case was further examined with the use of simulations, in an environment used by the developers to run test scenarios. The result from the simulations showed that when a request was changed, some parts of the program still followed the first request and other parts followed the current request. This lead to that the vehicle changed lane according to its first request, but was checking for traffic in the opposite lane from the one it was changing to.

Since this was a quite severe issue some further investigations of possible solutions were done. With guidance of the counterexample trace from Supremica it could be concluded that the problem could possibly be solved by adding an extra transition from state 'IntermediateState2' to state 'NoRequest'. This solution was implemented in the model and verified once again. The result of the verification showed that the problem had been moved to another 'IntermediateState'. Since that indicated that this problem was not just a slip in one part, but possibly a situation that was overlooked, no further investigations were made about finding solutions.

5.3 Turning indicators

From a system perspective it is reasonable to make sure that when no lane change is requested, the turning indicators should be turned off. A specification to check that this was fulfilled was produced, and the result of the verification showed that the turning indicators could be on even if there were no request to change lane. The counter example showed that this situation could appear if the state changes from
state 'IntermediateState3' to state 'NoRequest'. However, the turning indicators are turned off in the state 'NoRequest' so the indicators are only turned on one time step too many, and this is an example of something that testing would probably not find. In this case it might be harmless, but in other situations this might not be the case.

An interesting note about this issue was that, once it was confirmed, solutions to solve the problem were tried out. It turned out that the most obvious solution did work for the turning indicators, but that new issues about the timer updates where then introduced. Further search for solutions was then abandoned.

5.4 No request

From a system perspective it is reasonable to make sure that if there is no lane change request, the Lateral State Manager should be in the 'NoRequest' state. A specification to check this was therefore constructed. The result showed that the Lateral State Manager could be in 'IntermediateState2' when the current request was 'None'. Since Supremica only gives one counterexample, and no solution to this problem was introduced, no other states were shown to have the same possible behaviour. However, examination of the MATLAB-code led to the conclusion that this would probably also be possible in the 'IntermediateState4', 'IntermediateState5' and Finished states.

This was tested in simulations but was not able to be shown. The reason for this might be that there is some un-modelled covariance between variables used in the decision making.

5.5 Summary: Results

The resulting model, constructed based on what is presented in the methods chapter, has in this chapter shown to be able to not only find issues in the model. All except one of these have been found existing in the real system as well. One solution was implemented in the model and found working, two other attempts were done, but showed that issues may be moved, or lead to other issues when adding fixes. This shows the benefit of using formal verification, since this could possibly have been missed if a fix was implemented directly in the code.
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This thesis is a proof of concept that shows that formal verification can indeed contribute in the verification of software in real development projects, since the modelled state machine was proved to have some issues. This chapter discusses what this could lead to next.

6.1 Conclusion

Modelling the EFSM in Supremica was a relatively small task compared to finding and making specifications to use in the verification. One of the reasons for this was that there was not much documentation about what the Lateral State Manager was supposed to handle, so the main source for finding specifications was studying the MATLAB-code and thereby trying to find the intended behaviour. If more well defined specifications had been available, that would probably have shortened the phase of defining what behaviours to look for. Still, it can be considered as promising that the software, even without given specifications, could be verified with the result of finding issues that had not been found in the development process. Since the modelling could be assumed not to be a very tedious task it could therefore be motivated to model safety critical parts of software, with well defined desired behaviour, manually.

Another thing to take home from this project is that the verified model was relaxed in some of the initialisation, and that the verification is therefore checking the robustness in the system. Only in one of the specifications were problems regarding this more tolerant initialisation observed and the model altered accordingly. That this was a viable route shows that robustness is indeed reasonable to include in the verifications process.

6.1.1 The nature of the specifications

It is well worth noting that the implemented specifications show that there are different types of behaviour to look for. The update of the timers is a real implementation check, and the other specifications check for module level correctness. The way of finding the issues was also a bit different. The timer variables where checked like a routine check, if timers are implemented one can assume that they should be showing the elapsed time.

The other specifications where checking for module level requirements, and the most obvious example of this is the issue about the turning indicators. It seemed to
be reasonable to make sure that the vehicle was not using turning indicators if there was no lane change request. This issue would probably had been hard to find with ordinary testing, and one can argue that it would not affect very much. But that is a somewhat improper discussion in this case, the thesis is a proof of concept, and this kind of issues could have been found where it could possibly be more problematic.

6.1.2 Additional remarks about modelling

This thesis has focused on a small part of the lane change algorithm, which has paid off reasonably well. But it should be added that it is sometimes not sufficient to look for that each module is doing what it is supposed to do, but also what can happen if multiple modules are connected and the output from one effects what happens downstream, as was shown in the Darpa project described in Section 1.1.1. This example shows that even if the intention was good with implementing different modules for path-planning and surveying that the path planner worked as desired, problems may pop up when the whole system is connected together. Since formal verification allows multiple modules to be synchronised together, at least in Supremica, this type of problems could possibly have been found, but that needs a broader approach then what is shown in this thesis project.

6.2 Future work

So, formal verification has shown to be possible to use to verify correctness of software that is not prepared specially for it. This section now discusses how to continue the work of implementing the usage of formal verification in the development process.

6.2.1 How to work efficiently with formal verification

In this thesis, software is verified from already existing code. Another solution would be to work the other way around; start with modelling and verifying the correctness, and when this is done start the actual implementation. Already the top level requirements for a system could possibly be represented with flow-charts or state machines, and therefore be verified to be logically correct. The benefit of focusing on the logical behaviours from the start is that these anyway have to be sorted out to get a well working system, and that when everything except the logic is taken away there are less possibilities for flawed ideas to be disguised under implementation details.

One can argue that it is hard to fully know from the start what functionality a system needs to serve its main purpose, and that it is easier to start directly with implementation and see where obstacles occur. But this doesn’t necessarily stand in contrast to using formal verification. In fact, one could argue that no meaningful implementation can be done without some idea about what functionality it is intended to add. In the same manner, code implementation does not necessarily have to solve everything from the start, the model could be continuously updated as the system evolves.
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Furthermore, with a model of the system available it is possible to check that if something is to be altered or added, this will actually add the intended functionality without ruining something else. The price paid is of course that some extra time have to be spent on the modelling, but it will probably lessen the burden for debugging since the logic is already verified.

It would therefore be of great interest to make further studies of how to implement formal verification as a tool that not only helps in the development process, but could also be used to verify that the finalized system is correct.

6.2.2 Automating the process

The need of a model to be able to use formal verification is one of the big disadvantages of the concept, and it is therefore tempting to look for ways to automate some of the work. It is beyond the scope of this project to discuss this in detail, but some remarks can be made.

In research there are ongoing projects which aim to verify, and even update code to make it work correctly, as the the Gadara project described in Section 1.1.1. This is of course one way of automating the procedure. This could be very suitable to look for general issues in multithreaded programs, such as the handling of mutual exclusive execution to make sure that there is no risk of deadlock. However, for other types of issues it will still be up to the user to define specific behaviours to verify.

Another solution would be to work the other way around; start with modelling and verifying the correctness, and when this is done adequately, auto generate code from the model. Specifications would still be needed to check the system, but the process of defining what behaviour one desires have to be done anyway before the implementation work can start.

What alternative that is the best is hard to say with only the results from this project, but further examination of both alternatives could be interesting topics to look into.
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